The S-P Web Committee is responsible for developing and maintaining the S-P website (http://s-p.mit.edu) as well as the web server. The committee has three main goals:

1) Communication
We aim to build a website that serves as an important communication channel between S-P leaders and S-P residents, as well as visitors who are interested to find out more about S-P in general. We feature the latest announcements and news about activities organized by the S-P House Council.

2) Organization
We are working to design the website into a one-stop shop for all information pertaining to S-P, its infrastructure, and the many activities and events. We hope to consolidate all S-P-related information within one cohesive database with the website as its graphical interface.

3) Creativity
Last but not least, we see the entire S-P community as a vibrant fountain of creativity, and hope to see its realization in the design and development of this website. This is OUR website! Please continue to give us your design feedback and suggestions.

Visit the S-P website at http://s-p.mit.edu!

The Newsletter Committee publishes a monthly newsletter for the 700 Sidney-Pacific residents. In the newsletter, we seek to report on events and issues, communicate the concerns and opinions of residents, and strengthen the S-P community.

The Newsletter Committee is always looking for:
- Writers
- Artists
- Cartoonists
- Humorists
- Photographers
- Columnists
- Reviewers
- Really anyone!

Do you secretly yearn to write reviews of movies or music? Do you want to inform your fellow Spies about the latest news? Do you love to draw cartoons or take zany photographs? Then welcome to the Sidney-Pacific newsletter—not your average graduate dorm newsletter.

Pictures on the website enable you to leave comments, add the names of people in the photo, and request the high resolution picture. You can participate by sending us your pictures or helping us take pictures of the events with one of our high quality cameras. We also plan to organize a photo collection of each resident on their respective floors with the help of the hall councilors.

If this sounds exciting to you and you’d like to get involved, please email sp-photofile-chair@mit.edu!
SPTV Committee

Join the SPTV team if you have cool ideas, want fame, or just want to be part of something with absolutely no commitments. SPTV handles two things:

1. We are in charge of the slides/content of the flat screens that you can see hanging on the dorm walls and in the main lobby - we manage this content with some code running on a Linux box hidden deep inside the dorm. Contact us if you have some ideas you want to implement, or want to see implemented.

2. SPTV is also starting an experimental dorm "SP Show" this fall, which will play on channel 3 of your TV sets. So if you're interested in writing scripts, coming up with ideas, filming, directing, editing, or even just talking (seriously!), then be part of the SPTV team; both one time and long term participants are welcome. Send any questions about joining the SPTV team to sp-sptv-chair@mit.edu.

Publicity Committee

Are you super-motivated to cover MIT buildings with flyers and notices? Do you have any artistic/creative talent or have any experience in working in publicity or publications? We definitely need you!

The goal of the Publicity Committee is to promote the participation of S-P residents in various S-P events and activities. So yes, it is our job to lure as many SPies as possible out their dorm rooms/labs and out to the common rooms, the S-P multi-purpose room, the Prudential Tower, or wherever a S-P event may be taking place. Of course, this usually involves producing eye-catching ads/announcements on different kinds of media (posters, flyers, SPTV announcements, etc).

We basically need folks to "spread the word" about various events in as many different (and imaginative!) ways as possible. Usually this effort also involves working with the other officers in order to come up with original themes/ideas, and to determine what kind of publicity is needed for specific events.

Historian Committee

Help preserve a record of events and activities at S-P! The S-P Library/History committee maintains a record of the building's activities, oversees the house library in the Owu Room, and informs residents about historical events. The committee also archives articles that appear about S-P in various publications and helps organize house documents, to provide a valuable resource to future officers.